Grade 2 Surface Mount Vertical Rod Exit Device

**FEATURES**
- Surface mount vertical rod exit device
- Medium traffic application
- For door thickness 1-3/8” to 2”
- Allen-key dogging feature
- Non-handed, trim field reversible

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Door Thickness: 1-3/8” to 2” (specify when other than 1-3/4”)
- Door widths: 33”-48”
- Stile: 3-1/2” minimum
- Mounting: Furnished standard with wood & machine screws and SNB's
- Cover: Zinc or stainless steel
- Chassis: Steel or stainless steel
- Rail Assembly: Steel or stainless steel
- End Cap: Steel or stainless steel
- Handling: Non-handed, trim field reversible
- Latch bolt: Stainless steel, 3/4” throw
- Dogging: Allen-key (Not permitted on fire rated model)
- Finish: AL

**CODE COMPLIANCE**
- UL Q5100 listed for Panic Hardware, QS8100 listed for Fire Exit Hardware
- ANSI: Meet all Grade 2 requirements of ANSI 156.3
- BAA: Meet guidelines of the Buy American Act
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